Graph-Driven Diffusion and Random Walk Schemes for Image Segmentation.
We propose graph-driven approaches to image segmentation by developing diffusion processes defined on arbitrary graphs. We formulate a solution to the image segmentation problem modeled as the result of infectious wavefronts propagating on an image-driven graph where pixels correspond to nodes of an arbitrary graph. By relating the popular Susceptible - Infected - Recovered epidemic propagation model to the Random Walker algorithm, we develop the Normalized Random Walker and a lazy random walker variant. The underlying iterative solutions of these methods are derived as the result of infections transmitted on this arbitrary graph. The main idea is to incorporate a degree-aware term into the original Random Walker algorithm in order to account for the node centrality of every neighboring node and to weigh the contribution of every neighbor to the underlying diffusion process. Our lazy random walk variant models the tendency of patients or nodes to resist changes in their infection status. We also show how previous work can be naturally extended to take advantage of this degreeaware term which enables the design of other novel methods. Through an extensive experimental analysis, we demonstrate the reliability of our approach, its small computational burden and the dimensionality reduction capabilities of graph-driven approaches. Without applying any regular grid constraint, the proposed graph clustering scheme allows us to consider pixellevel, node-level approaches and multidimensional input data by naturally integrating the importance of each node to the final clustering or segmentation solution. A software release containing implementations of this work and supplementary material can be found at: http://cvsp.cs.ntua.gr/research/GraphClustering/.